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What is it? Oracle Maestro is a free software for managing Oracle database and
Oracle applications. Oracle Maestro was created by Radboud University Nijmegen as
a Java Swing application to provide management of databases, both on-premise and
remote, with a graphical user interface. Technical design principles are to separate
the monitoring from the management functions, and to achieve fine grained access
control for the database objects. The main features of Oracle Maestro are presented

in a comprehensive overview, with examples on how to use them: Database
management - Build, optimize, and export database objects. - Duplicate database
objects, including views and schemas. - Find and work with objects using database

schemas. - Optimize storage of objects. - Find and work with tables and views. - Find
and work with BLOBs. - Import and export data to/from most popular file formats. -

Export data to Excel and XML. - Export data in SQL script, text, Java class, and image
file format. - Import data from Excel and XML. - Import data in SQL script, text, Java
class, and image file format. - Import BLOBs in object. Data analysis - Analyze data
summarized into multidimensional views and hierarchies (OLAP cubes). - Analyze

table and view data in diagrams for relational data. - Analyze tables and views from
SQL script. - Analyze data in diagrams for table/views. - Analyze data in diagram for

BLOBs. - Export data to Excel and XML for OLAP cubes. - Export data in SQL script for
OLAP cubes. - Export data in text, Java class, and image file format for OLAP cubes. -

Export data in SQL script for OLAP cubes. OLAP cubes - Use OLAP cubes for data
analysis. - Analyze data in diagrams for relational data. - Analyze data in diagrams
for table/views. - Analyze data in diagrams for BLOBs. - Analyze data in diagram for
OLAP cube. - Analyze data in diagram for BLOBs. - Export data to Excel and XML for
OLAP cubes. - Export data in SQL script for OLAP cubes. - Export data in text, Java
class, and image file format for OLAP cubes. - Export data in SQL script for OLAP

cubes. -

Oracle Maestro Crack Patch With Serial Key Download

Oracle Maestro is the best Windows GUI admin software created for Oracle
databases management, development and control. Oracle Maestro provides you
with a number of tools allowing to perform all the necessary database operations

such as creating, editing, and duplicating database objects. Moreover, you can build
queries visually, execute and optimize SQL queries and SQL scripts, view and edit
data including BLOBs, represent data as diagrams, export and import data to/from

most popular file formats, analyze your data summarized into multidimensional
views and hierarchies (OLAP cubes), and use a lot of other tools implemented to

make your work with Oracle server comfortable and efficient. Oracle Maestro
Features: · Collected 10+ years of experience in building Oracle Database

Management System and Software. · Works with all versions of Oracle Server. ·
Supports all versions of Windows, Windows Server, and Oracle 8 - 11. · Supports all
Oracle RDBMS, Edition, Databases: Oracle8, Oracle9, Oracle10, Oracle11, Oracle12 ·

Supports all Oracle schema types: table, view, package, sequence, trigger, stored
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procedure, and dynamic SQL. · Supports all relational databases:
Oracle10G/11G/12C, PostgreSQL, MSSQL, Sybase, SQL Server, DB2, Firebird,

Interbase, HSQL. · Supports of most popular formats for data representation: Excel,
Word, PDF, Publisher, MSG, and Rich Text. · Supports all relational databases:

Oracle, PostgreSQL, SQL Server, DB2, MSSQL, Firebird, Interbase, HSQL, MySql,
Interbase, Sybase, FoxPro, Sybase and many other. · Support dynamic objects in

Oracle databases. · Supports all database administrative functions: backup, restore,
restore to a different location, recovery, and so on. · Supports all database objects:
tables, views, sequences, procedures, functions, triggers, packages and create and
rebuild script. · Supports all Oracle indexes: B-Tree indexes, Hash indexes, sparse
indexes, and so on. · Supports all types of databases: Oracle, SQL Server, MySQL,

Sybase, PostgreSQL, DB2, Firebird, Interbase, MSSQL, PostgreSQL, and many other. ·
Supports many version of Oracle Database: Oracle8, Oracle9, Oracle10, Oracle11,

Oracle12. · Supports all window passwords, Cisco, Windows, Linux and UN
aa67ecbc25
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Oracle Maestro Description: You can easily manage SQL scripts and query results.
Moreover, you can drag and drop database objects from the Server Explorer window
to the diagram, edit it and generate Java or Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) classes. The
visual representation allows you to analyze data even if you are using complex
queries, analyze graphical views and identify business patterns, plot "bucket" charts,
value charts, waterfall charts, Pareto diagrams and map and tree diagrams. Oracle
Maestro provides you with the possibility to analyze any type of database objects,
including relational database (Oracle or non-Oracle), Java, XML and non-XML objects.
Oracle Maestro SourceForge ( Last 30 days downloads: You can easily generate
diagrams representing the structure of your database objects; include branches,
lists, procedures, views and the table schema. Moreover, you can easily manage
tables. The Database Explorer is a smart tool that shows you all the objects related
to the given database user, and allows you to view and edit the structure of
database objects. Oracle Maestro offers also an advanced graphical view where you
can define map or tree views to analyze your database visually. Oracle Maestro
download: In addition, you can easily create graphics including grid, bar, pie, line,
area and area/pie, that can be used to represent data along the evolution of time, to
create and maintain complex reports and charts with a high degree of
customization. Moreover, Oracle Maestro is designed for developers, providing easy-
to-use XML documents representing selected database objects (tables, views,
procedures, etc.) and SQL scripts. You can generate XML documents representing
selected database objects and SQL scripts easily, including sample XML documents
for SQL scripts used to load and extract data from Oracle databases. You can also
export XML documents to Excel (.xls) or modify them manually and generate Oracle
tables, view and procedure definitions. Oracle Maestro provides you with several
tools allowing you to export or import Oracle objects to/from XML, RDBMS, relational
databases, databases from other vendors, or to other types of files. Oracle Maestro
download: Moreover, you can easily design, apply and query analytical OLAP cubes
with Oracle Maestro, using one of the most powerful data mining engines, and
extract the resulting information. Oracle Maestro provides you with an Advanced
Cubing Engine that allows to edit and design existing ODS cubes and to create new
cubes with

What's New in the Oracle Maestro?

Oracle Maestro is a tool that allows you to build data models visually and edit
existing database objects, to analyze and summarize your data and to export and
import the results to popular file formats. The functionality of Oracle Maestro allows
you to execute and optimize SQL queries and SQL scripts, view and edit data
including BLOBs, analyze your data summarized into multidimensional views and
hierarchies (OLAP cubes), and use a lot of other tools implemented to make your
work with Oracle database server comfortable and efficient. Oracle Maestro Key
Features: ● Build data model visually and edit existing database objects ● View and
edit tables, views, and triggers ● Create SQL queries and scripts ● Analyze data
with SQL queries and SQL scripts ● Create a multidimensional view and build
multidimensional OLAP cubes ● Export and import data to file formats ● Analyze,
compare, join, and merge data ● Execute any SQL query ● Perform data migration
and schema changes ● Compose multidimensional OLAP cubes ● Browse, query,
and print data in applications, reports and graphs ● Analyze data in business
performance management solutions ● Expose application data in business
intelligence tools OpenSCAD is a powerful free open source CAD tool. You can use it
for modeling and animating graphics or for creating 3D models and animations in
compliance with good practices in 3D content creation and collaboration and save
them in a variety of formats. OpenSCAD is suitable for researchers, students, and
professionals. OpenSCAD Description: OpenSCAD is a free open-source CAD tool that
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lets you create and animate 3D models. It is designed to make it easy for you to
create animations. They can be exported as text, wavefront, OPENSTEP, Milkshape,
VRML, MPEG and Flash SWF, or loaded into your application as dynamic 3D
elements. OpenSCAD Features: ● Sculpt: Additive Sculpt is an extremely easy-to-
learn 3D modeling tool for creating complex 3D models. With Sculpt you can create
your 3D models by hand, or use its powerful built-in tools to create 3D models
directly from file, generate complex curves with a brush or hot spots and even use
its interactive path editor to draw your model. Sculpt is fully compatible with Sculpt
Tools and other Sculpt Tools add-ons, and supports all standard Sculpt file formats.
● Model: The Modeler is a
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System Requirements For Oracle Maestro:

Supported OS: Windows 7, Windows 8/8.1/10 Windows 7, Windows 8/8.1/10
Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or higher Intel Core 2 Duo or higher Memory: 4GB RAM
4GB RAM Graphics: Nvidia Geforce GT 250 or ATI Radeon HD 2800 or higher Nvidia
Geforce GT 250 or ATI Radeon HD 2800 or higher DirectX: Version 11 Windows 7
Minimum Requirements: Windows 7
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